How Your Clients' Body Language and Word Choices Reveal More Than You Think &
How it's Making You Work Harder Then You Need To! - Without You Knowing It!
Wouldn't your life be a lot easier if you could quickly spot micro-expressions, body
language, and words and phrases that suggested there's something more to the
story? Don't you work hard and deserve to know how to motivate your sales team,
HR department, and association colleagues to literally always put their best foot
forward and ultimately increase your bottom-line? Wouldn't you get excited if you
could spot those "the check is in the mail" clients before you give them your
product or your time?
Whether your group needs to learn to influence others, establish rapport, grow
your membership, detect deception, investigate fraud, or negotiate business
deals, New York Times Best Selling Author Janine Driver is the keynote speaker
you are looking for!
Janine is retired federal law enforcement officer, who today is a body language
and detecting deception contributor to NBC's Today show, Anderson Cooper Live,
Extra!, and the Dr. Oz Show. She's also the CEO of the Body Language Institute,
which the Washington Post called "a part of a thriving industry of consultants
helping people to climb their career ladder."
Janine's keynote speeches are designed to help people better understand
themselves, the impact of their non-verbal and verbal communication on others,
and how to read others hidden emotions and build better relationships through the
use of her cutting-edge NEW Body Language communication secrets.
In each of Janine's cutting-edge and fast-paced keynote presentations, you're
given a front-row seat to her always sold out classes based on her instant bestsell...
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Testimonials
Your communication and follow-through was exceptional. Janine, what else
can we say other than fantastic! You did the unheard of; you were able to keep
40 type-A realtors and five egotistical builders totally focused, entertained and
informed.
- Owner, Bob Lucido Team, Remax Advantage Realty.
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